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lntensity differences of subsidiary reflections in calcic plagioclase
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Abstract

The intensity distribution of e reflections in intermediate plagioclase is different from that of

corresponding b reflections in anorthite. While e-reflection pairs with strong intensity asym-

metry occur at positions corresponding to strong b reflections in anorthite, symmetrical e-

reflection pairs occur at positions typical of weak b reflections. The differences in intensity

between s-pair sums and corresponding D reflections (e.g.071. 073,093.095) can be used to

distinguish between the intermediate plagioclase and anorthite structural types, particularly in

cases with highly diffuse reflections for which geometric criteria are ambiguous. Application
of t-his method has documented very diffuse e reflections in volcanic labradorites and by-

townites previously thought to only have b reflections. These plagioclases also have diffuse c

reflections with the intensity distribution of c reflections in anorthite, and we designate them

as transitional plagioclase to indicate presence of diffraction features characteristic of both

structural tvDes.

Introduction

Subsidiary reflections in plagioclase characterize
superstructures with either compositional or posi-

tional order or both. The structures of albite and
anorthite are reasonably well understood, while
structures of plagioclase with intermediate composi-
tion are sti l l  controversial. Of particular interest is a
superstructure which is evidenced by satellite reflec-
tions in the diffraction pattern. It has been described
as a modulated superstructure with antiphase rela-
tionships and may have regions which resemble albite
and anorthite. In this paper we investigate the in-
tensity distribution of subsidiary reflections in inter-
mediate plagioclase and compare it with that of cor-
responding refl ections in anorthite.

Weak reflections in addition to those observed in
albite were first noticed by Taylor et al. (1934) and
Chao and Taylor (1940), but only later wgre these
reflections classified and studied systematically. Cole
et al. (1951) noted that "split b" reflections (later

called e reflections) occurred in pairs, of generally
unequal intensity, and were satell i t ic about b posi-
t ions in  anor th i te  (h + k:  odd,  /  :  odd) .  Bown and
Gay (1958) classified and introduced the current no-
menclature for reflections in plagioclase (4, b, c, d, e,
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f l , and reviewed observations of Gay (1956) that the

geometry of e reflections varied as a function of An

content. Wenk (1977) recently found a similar varia-

tion with changing metamorphic grade.

While geometrical variations have been clearly

documented, there have only been speculations about

changes in intensity. Gay (1956, p- 29) suggested a

general relationship between b and e reflections. He

noticed that "a strong (b) reflection in body-centred

anorthite is usually replaced by a relatively strong

pair of split reflections in the intermediate pattern."
'  

Bown and Gay (1958,  p.6)  fur ther  advanced such a

relationship. They reported that the average intensity

of a pair of e reflections is comparable to the intensity

of the corresponding b reflection. This has generally

been accepted by feldspar researchers (e.g. Smith and

Ribbe,  1969,  p.  175;  Smith,  1974,  p.  199) .  In  the

course of a survey of calcic plagioclase we noticed

that the intensity relationship between b and e reflec-

tions was not so simple, and decided to study differ-

ences and variations in some detail. Some of 'these

and other aspects of calcic plagioclase are described

in more detail in an M.S. thesis (Rainey, 1977).

Techniques and material

X-ray experiments were done with the precession

technique using Mo radiation, long exposure time
(one week to two months) and a graphite mono-
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chromator (Huber type) in order to optimize in-
tensity, peak-to-background ratio, and resolution of
weak and often diffuse subsidiary reflections. We are
aware of the drawbacks of the precession technique
when photographing reflections slightly out of the
plane of the photograph. Oscil lation photographs
may have been easier to interpret quantitatively, and
also exposure times would have been reduced. On the
other hand, the precession technique provides for fast
orientation (of often small fragments without mor-
phology which we p icked out  of  th in sect ions) ,  ease
of indexing, and cameras were available.

A graphite monochromator yields, in addition to
Ka-radiation, weak radiation resulting from a sec-
ond-order reflection on the monochromator crystal
with a wavelength of Ka /2 from the continuous spec-
trum. Some weak but sharp reflections at low diffrac-
tion angles at positions of d and c reflections in Fig-
ure lc  can be at t r ibuted to such radiat ion.  They d id
not  cause any problems.

The intensities of b, e, and c reflections (h -t k even,
/ odd, some strong ones marked with arrows in Fig.
| ) were first visually estimated with the aid of a
calibrated intensity scale. We observed that some
ref lect ions such as Q7l ,  073,  093,  095 ( indices of  e
reflections are given as those of the corresponding b
reflection between the pair) varied in intensity more
than others,  and we invest igated the pai rs  071/073
and 093/095 more closely. These pairs were chosen,
apart from the large relative variation, because they
are close together in reciprocal space (similar Lp fac-
tor) and easy to observe on Okl precession photo-
graphs. Intensity profi les were then scanned with a
Jarrell Ash 2l-000 microphotometer, in case of e
reflections in the direction of the / vector (Smith.
1914,  p.  152) .  In  the range of  observed intensi t ies
there was a practically l inear relationship between
exposure and measured intensity. Peak profi les (Fig.
2) were integrated with a cartographic planimeter, for
e reflections summing both reflections of a pair. Since
absolute values of intensities from crystals of differ-
ent size and non-standardized exposures were diff i-
cult to compare we only considered intensity ratios.
Ratios for two pairs of reflections are plotted in Fig-
ure 3. Values obtained with the microohotometer

Fig I  Monochromat ic precession Okl  photographs of  calc ic
plagioclase Character is t ic  satel l i te ref lect ions are c i rc led.  Strong c
reflections are indicated by arrows. Notice the different intensity
dist r ibut ion of  subsid iary ref lect ions in anorth i te (a)  and
intermediate plagioclase (e) .  a:  anorth i te,  Grass Val ley (14);  b:
bytowni te,  Crystal  Bay (8) ;  c :  labrador i te,  Lake County (7) ;  d:
labrador i te,  Surtsey (5) ;  e:  labrador i te,  Central  Alps (4) .
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G R A S S  V A L L E Y
A N O R T H I T E

vz-74682
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-

Fig.  2.  Densi tometer prof i les across the ref lect ions 071 and 073

of Grass Valley anorthite (a) and intermediate plagioclase from the

Central  Alps (b) .  Not ice the swi tch in intensi ty.

compare well with diffractometer measurements
which were available for selected specimens.

Information about the plagioclases studied is sum-
mar ized in Table l .

Intensity variation

Comparing a precession Okl photograph of anor-
thite (Fig. la) with intermediate plagioclase (Fig. le)
we recognize considerable differences. For instance,
circled e reflections in intermediate plagioclase such
as 071 and 093 are strong while corresponding b
reflections in anorthite are weak. The reversal in in-
tensity between reflection pairs such as 07 I and 073 is
also demonstrated with microphotometer profi les in

Figure 2. In Figure 3 the intensity ratios for two pairs

of characteristic reflections of l5 calcic plagioclase

samples are plotted. Therej are two main groups, one

typical of intermediate plagioclase with 071 (resp.

093) strong and 073 (resp. 095) weak, and one typical

of anorthite with 073 and 095 strong and 071 and 093

almost  miss ing.
There are a few transitional samples (6, 7, 8)'

mainly volcanic labradorites and igneous bytownites
with highly diffuse e reflections either together with

or without b reflections. Lake County labradorite (7)

has been described as "body-centered" with only

sharp b reflections (Stewart et al., 1966) but examina-

tion of Okl photographs shows, in addition to sharp b

reflections, diffuse streaking in positions typical of
strong e reflections (Fig. 4b, compare also Tagai et

al.,1977). The same is true for Crystal Bay bytownite
(Fig. 4a), which has never been associated with inter-

mediate plagioclase (Grundy and Brown, 1967). ln

Surtsey labradorite diffuse e reflections have been

described (Wenk, 1966) but only by checking posi-

tions typical of strong b reflections (e.g. 095) could

we document presence of diffuse b reflections (Fig. 1d).

Both e and b reflections become sharper after heat

t reatment  at  870oC (Wenk,  1978,  compare h is  F ig '  2) ,

and as is shown in Figure 4, the intensity ratios are

lower and more similar to anorthite.
Although we have documented a change in in-

tensity of h -l k : odd, / : odd (b and e) reflections

as we proceed from anorthite towards more sodic

plagioclase, the intensity distribution of c reflections

in the same samples remained the same. Even though

c reflections decrease in intensity with increasing so-

dium content, and become diffuse and streaked

roughly parallel to b* (compare Ribbe and Colvil le,

1968), the strongest intensities are always observed at

positions of strong c reflections in anorthite (Fig' I ).

Intensity distribution

Inspection of f i lms has shown that the intensity
pattern of b and e subsidiary reflections is different.

This can be further advanced by investigating corre-

lation of structure amplitudes lF"o"l fo. many reflec-

tions. In Figure 5 we compare three data sets: labrado-

rite An 52 from Labrador (measured and published

by Toman and Frueh, 1976), labradorite V2433 An

66 f rom the Centra l  A lps (H.R.W.,  unpubl ished),

o.5 l.o
rozt

rozr + rozs
Fig. 3. Plot ofintensity ratios0Tl/073 versus 093/095 for calcic

plagioclases. Circles represent densitometer measurements, dots

diffractometer determinations. Numbers are in order of increasing

An content and correspond to Table l. Plagioclase 12 (Toman and

Frueh, 1976) is represented by a line because the intensities for 093

and 095 were not available.
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Table l .  Plagioclases examined in this study (for more information see Rainey, 1977)

t 2 7

Specinen Fornation Conditions Selec ted  References

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

o

1 0

l l

t 2

I J

t +

1 5

An  44 ,  Sc i  1014
Val  Codera,  Central  Alps

An 52
Labrador, Canada

An 66,  Y2433
Gordeno, Central  Alps

An 66,  Vz 746b2
V. Carecchio,  Central  Alps

An  66 ,
Surtsey,  Iceland

sane crystal as 5

An 66
Plush,  Lake County,
0regon

An 77
Crystal  Bay,  Minnesota

An 84
Cape Parry,  E.  Greenland

An 89 #332
St iL lwater,  Montana

ln 90,  Yz 746b2
sarne sanple as 4

An  95 ,  #12118C
Moon, Apol lo 12 s i te

An 94
Serra ae Mag6 meteor i te,  Brasi l

A n  9 4 . 5
Grass  Va l l ey ,  Ca l i f .

same as 14

Metarnorphic,  fe ldspathi  zed
ul t rarnaf ic  breccia

Plutonic,  anorthosi te

Metanorphic,  anphibol i te
facies

Metamorphic, amphibolite
facies intergrown wi th 1I

Volcanic,  phenocrysts in
r ' i f F i ^  + " € T  a . i a . f a . l  1 q 6 4

same as 5,  heated at  870"C
for 50 days

VoIcanic,  phenocrysts in
basa l  t

Plutonic,  coarse grained
gabbro

H .  R .  Wenk  e t  a l .  ( 1977 )

Tonan and Frueh (1976)

E .  Wenk  e t  a l .  ( 1975 )

E .  Wenk  and  H .  R .  Wenk  (1977 )

H. R. Wenk (1966)

H .  R .  Wenk  (1978 )

S tewa r t  e t  a l ,  ( 1966 )
Mclaren and Marshal  (1974)
Tagai  et  aL.  (L977)

Grundy and Brown (1967)
Mclaren and Marshal  (1974)

H. R. Wenk and Nord (1971)

E .  Wenk  and  H .  R .  Wenk  (1977 )

H. R. Wenk et  aL.  (L972)

Mi i l ler  et  i l , .  (1972)

Volcanic,  porphyr i t ic  basal t  E.  Wenk et  a l .  (1968)
d i ke

Igneous,  gabbro f rom basal
zone of  St i l lwater  complex

Metamorphic,  anphibol i te
facies,  intergrown wi th 4

Volcanic,  lunar basal t

eucr i t ic  achondr i te,
fall L923

Plutonic,  anorthosi te i rc laren and Marshal  (1974)
l , tu l1er and Wenk (1973)

same as 14,  heated at  1200'c Mi i l ler  and Wenk (1973)
for 7 days

and anorthite An 94.5 from Grass Valley
(H .R .W. ,  unpub l i shed ) .

There is a good linear relationship between the sum
of e satell i te structure amplitudes in the two labrado-
r i tes (2)  and (3)  (F ig.  5a) .  This  indicates that  the
intensity measurements of these weak reffections at
irrational reciprocal lattice positions are reliable, and
also demonstrates that the intensity variation within
these intermediate plagioclase structures of different
composi t ion is  minor .

In F igures 5b and c the sum of  s t ructure ampl i tude
of pairs of e reflections in intermediate plagioclase is
plotted versus the structure amplitude of correspond-
ing b reflections in anorthite. Structure amplitudes lFl
are expressed in electron units. These graphs confirm
the observations on fi lms of no direct correlation of
intensity between b and e reffections. Figure 5c shows
that there are equal numbers of strong b's corre-
sponding to weak e's as there are strong e's corre-

sponding to weak b's. There is possibly an under-
representation of strong b's corresponding to strong
e's, suggesting an inverse relationship. This pattern is
similar to Figure 5b. Clusters and gaps are attributed
to poor statistics due to fewer data points (only 233 in
Fig. 5b, versus 765-all e reflections with sind/tr (

0.55 in Fig. 5c). We have outl ined in Figure 5c two
areas which contain the most characteristic subsidi-
ary reflections to distinguish intermediate plagioclase
( f  )  f rom anorth i te  (x) .

We noticed on precession photographs that pairs
of strong e reflections consisted of two satell i tes of
similar intensity and decided to investigate relation-
ships between intensity and asymmetry. In this analy-
sis we define positive satell i tes (e* ) as those for which
A/ is positive when / is positive and introduce a mea-
sure for  the asymmetry a :  lF"- l / ( lF"- l+ l f "* l ) .
Those reflections with a between 0.35 and 0.65 are
called symmetrical and the remaining ones asymmet-
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Fig. 4 Enlarged portion of precession photographs to illustrate

presence of diffuse e reflections in Crystal Bay bytownite (a) and

Lake County labrador i te (b) .  (c)  is  an intermediate plagioclase (4)

for  compar ison.

Fig.  5.  Plots showing the correlat ion of  st ructure ampl i tudes

I F.r"l for e reflections in intermediate plagioclase and b reflections

in anorth i te a:  e ref lect ions of  An 52 labrador i te (Toman and

Frueh, 1976, 12) versus e ref lect ions of  An 66 (3) ;  b:  eref lect ionsof

An 52 (2) versus b reflections in anorthite (14); c: e reflections of

An 66 (3)  versus b ref lect ions in anorth i te Electron uni ts Circ les

represent symmetr ical  satel l i tes (0.35 {  a <.  0.65),  dots

asymmetrical ones. Fields with reflections most characteristic of

anorth i te (+)  and intermediate plagioclase (x)  are indicated
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rical; both are assigned special symbols in Figures 5b,
c. Symmetrical reflections (circles) correspond to the
strongest satell i tes, and there are no symmetrical sat-
ell i tes in positions of strong b reflections in anorthite.
This is also clear from the representations in Figure
6a, b, which plot the structure amplitudes of b and e
reflections versus the asymmetry of the e reflections.
Characteristic e and b reflections (fields outl ined in
Fig. 5c) are marked with different symbols. Figure 6a
shows that all strong satellites are symmetrical. lt also
shows that there are equal numbers of pairs in which
the negative reflection is stronger as there are pairs in
which the positive dominates. Figure 6b i l lustrates
that characteristic b reflection intensities (X) are not
related to the asymmetry of corresponding e reflec-
t lons.

Discussion

The empirical f inding that the intensity of b reflec-
tions in anorthite bears no direct relationship to the
intensity of e reflections in intermediate plagioclase at
first seemed to indicate that structural features giving
rise to b reflections in anorthite may be different from
those causing the superstructure in intermediate
plagioc lase.  However,  B6hm (1975),  in  h is  t reatment
of satell i te theorv. has shown that there is no relation-

ship between the intensity of zero-order (b) and first-
order (e) satell i tes. Intensity observations neither ex-
clude models for intermediate plagioclase which as-
sume albite- and anorthite-l ike domains (Smith and
Ribbe, 1969) or a stacking of subcells with the atomic
arrangement of primitive anorthite (Megaw, 1960),
nor do they favor the semiquantitative models based
on modulated superstructures with antiphase rela-
tionships (Kitamura and MorimoIo, 1977 ; Korekawa
and Horst ,  1974;Toman and Frueh,1976).  At  th is
point we do not venture an explanation for the differ-
ence in intensity distributions, and the most striking
pattern of symmetrical versus asymmetrical satell i tes
(Fig. 5b). It may be useful to consider the different
intensity distributions and particularly asymmetry
relationships in structure determinations of inter-
mediate plagioclase.

The fact that there are subsidiary reflections which

are strong in intermediate plagioclase and weak in
anorthite and vice versa allows use of the intensity of
these reflections as a criterion to identifu super-
structures. This is especially important if reflections
are highly diffuse or cannot be recognized by their
characteristic splitt ing. As an identif ication proce-

dure in such cases we recommend the use of strongly
exposed Okl photographs so that 071, 073, 093 and

I
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o.25 0.5 0.75

b ,o-J+.,
Fig.  6.  Asymmetry of  satel l i tes in re lat ion to tota l  s t ructure ampl i tude ofe ref lect ions in An66 (a)  and to corresponding b ref lect ions in

anorth i te (b) .  Character is t ic  e (X) and b (+)  ref lect ions are indicated (compare Fig.  5c)  Remaining ref lect ions which do not  fa l l  in to a

field for characteristic reflections in Fig. 5c are plotted with dots. Shaded area represents fields for which one satellite had an intensity of

less than I  s igma. Hor izontal  shading corresponds to dots,  d iagonal  shading to x ref lect ions.
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095 are visible. Through determination of intensity
ratios, e.g. 071/073 and 093/095, it is possible to
classify the structure of crystals as primitive anor-
thite, intermediate plagioclase, or a transitional struc-
tural state. These transitional phases which have dif-
fuse c reflections and both diffuse or sharp b and e
reflections have been called "body-centered anor-
thite" (S6rum, 1953), "body-centered bytownite"
(Smith and Ribbe,  1969),  and " t ransi t ional  anor-
thite" (Gay, 1956). These names fail to properly de-
scribe the space-group symmetry or the chemical
composition, and we propose to use the more general
term transitional plagioclase for calcic feldspars which
show features of anorthite and intermediate plagio-
clase.

Many authors have described heterogeneous struc-
tures with submicroscopic intergrowths in this com-
posi t ion range.  Nissen (1974) and Grove (1976) have
shown lamellar intergrowths of intermediate plagio-
clase and anorthite by transmission electron micros-
copy, others have postulated them on the basis of X-
ray photographs (e.g. Jagodzinski and Korekawa,
1976,  F ig.6,  and McConnel l ,  1974,  F ig.  lb) .  These
published photographs confirm our observations, i.e.
strong satell i tes occur at positions with only weak b
reflections; interestingly, intensity differences have
never been mentioned. If heterogeneities occur on a
very fine scale (e.9. tweed-structures described by
Heuer et al., 1972, and Wenk et al., 1972) corre-
sponding superreflections are very diffuse, and it is
diff icult to identify the structural states with electron
microscopy or to apply conventional darkfield tech-
niques for phase identif ication; examination of in-
tensity ratios in X-ray photographs provides for a
better characterization. While we have seen faint
heterogeneities in Surtsey labradorite, and Mclaren
and Marshall (1974) imaged fuzzy lamellar structures
in Lake County labradorite and Crystal Bay bytown-
ite, it has not been possible to identify intermediate
plagioclase with the electron microscope. Yet X-ray
evidence suggests that such a phase does exist.
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